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ABSTRACT ‘‘One person’s data or experience is another person’s information’’ this has become the golden
rule of the 21st century which has resulted in amassive reservoir of data and immense amounts of information
generation. However, there is no control over the source of this information, accessibility of this information,
or the quality of it, which has given rise to the presence of ‘‘misinformation.’’ The research community has
reacted by proposing frameworks and difficulties, which are helpful for (different subtasks of) recognizing
misinformation. Most of these frameworks, however, fail to consider all the aspects that can contribute to
making information ‘‘credible’’. Furthermore, a valid explanation for each considered feature’s contribution
to the model’s decision stands missing in most work. With this in mind, the authors have attempted to
produce a system that yields highly accurate decisions, thus effectively separating credible health blogs
from their non-credible counterparts while providing valid user-friendly explanations. The study proposes
an Explainable AI-assisted Multimodal Credibility Assessment System that examines the credibility of the
platformwhere the blog is hosted, the credibility of the author of the blog and the credibility of the images that
contribute to the blog. This novel framework contributes to the existing body of knowledge by assessing the
credibility of misleading beauty blogs using multiple crucial modalities which would lead to an insightful
information consumption by the users. The proposed pipeline was successfully implemented on multiple
carefully curated datasets and correctly identified 274 non credible blogs out of 321 blogs with an accuracy
of 97.5%, Precision of 0.973 & F1score of 0.986. Further, the Explainable AI model, with the help of
several visualizations displayed the feature contributions for each blog & it’s impact and magnitude in a
concise comprehensible format. The framework can be further customized and applied to various domains
where presence of misinformation is of high concern such as pharmaceutical drug information, pandemic
management, financial advisories, online healthcare services and cyber frauds.

INDEX TERMS Credibility analysis, deep learning, misinformation, natural language processing, multi-
modal analysis, transfer learning, explainable AI.

I. INTRODUCTION
The creation of the Internet and the advancement of the com-
puterized age changed the correspondence scene, producing
extraordinary freedoms to rapidly and effectively look for
and share data, including that which identified with health.
With the fast improvement of information technology and the
‘‘big data’’ approach, the receptiveness and intelligence of
the recommendation systemmake the false score-information
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more conceivable to be infused. Access to information and
the abundance in it has resulted in a convenience addic-
tion, which, despite its risk quotient, is a preferred learning
method. Let us consider the entire human population set.
Teenagers belong to that subset, a smart generation that rec-
ognizes misinformation on the Internet and uses certain mea-
sures before consuming it. In contrast, they tend to fall prey
often towards trying physical appearance-enhancing content
on themselves without considering the desired outcomes.
Due to the importance of ‘‘Physical Looks’’ in the internet
world and the emotions attached to it, sudden changes in
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response protocols can make implementing any antidotes
extremely difficult [1].

Unfortunately, this information is not inspected by its
source, accessibility, or quality, which has caused misinfor-
mation [2]. The results of all these are concerned assaults
on the recommendation system, bringing about a decline in
its credibility and influencing the conclusion of the read-
ers, making them believe in that misinformation [3]. The
advanced world is loaded with such misinformation, which is
creating negative and hurtful results. Fig (1) is an example of
one such manipulation. The finding of such misinformation
is amazingly troublesome and is regularly subject to peo-
ple’s abilities to get it. In this proposed work, the authors
have developed an explainable AI-supported architecture that
allows people to practically understand the credibility of
information and helps them decide before experimenting on
their bodies.

FIGURE 1. Shows the difference between an authentic image and its
doctored counterpart.

A. IMPORTANCE OF CREDIBILITY ANALYSIS
Fake news has come to mean various things to various indi-
viduals. In this context, the term ‘‘fake news’’ is misinforma-
tion that describes news articles fabricated without reliable
sources, facts, or statements. Some of these stories may play
out as publicity designed to deceive the pursuer. They may
be intended as misleading material for financial motivations
(the author is paid every time an individual clicks the story).
Recently, misinformation has increased by using web-based
media since they are so readily and instantly shared. In reality,
misinformed stories are only one component of the broader
universe of ‘‘fake news.’’. A few stories may have a piece
of truth yet come up short on any contextualizing subtleties.
They may exclude any obvious facts or sources [4]. A few
stories incorporate fundamental unquestionable facts yet are
composed utilizing intentionally provocative language that
leaves out relevant subtleties, or presents one perspective.
‘‘Fake news’’ exists inside a bigger biological system of
misinformation. It is the information constructed in a struc-
ture like mainstream news to propagate made-up/misleading
facts.Misinformation is false or inaccurate information that is
erroneously or coincidentally made or spread; the purpose is
not to misdirect [1], [5]. Disinformation is false information
purposely made and spread ‘‘to impact general assessment
or dark reality’’ [6]. Over the past few years, many studies
aim to detect misinformation and examine its impact [7].
It is the need of the hour to educate the average reader to
make them more aware while reading and responsible while
sharing [8], [9].

Credibility Analysis based studies have been gaining
momentum and are opening new avenues of tackling misin-
formation [10] [11]. ‘‘Credibility’’ is the perception of how
credible an individual is based on his or her communication
style, says psychologist Dan O’Keefe. In simplified terms,
it assesses the degree of reliability. Thus ‘‘Credibility Anal-
ysis’’ would refer to examining this credibility quotient of
a subject (blog or article or any source of information) and
measuring it against a pre-defined threshold to classify it as
credible (believable) or non-credible (untrustworthy). Every-
thing from the text of the article to the pictures and even
the blogger’s profile can help determine its credibility. For
a blog, the way the information has been portrayed, arranged
& presented to the reader adds or limits its believability [12].
Thus, to detect fake news or misinformation, there can be a
thorough study of the blog in its entirety. This helps provide
a much broader scope to examine the degree to which a piece
of information has been tampered with and detect its form
(Images, Text, Platform, and so on). Using this credibility of
web blogs, the detection of misinformation can be done in the
early dissemination stages.

The perception of credibility defers from person to person.
Fig (2) [13] represents the study of credibility types in detail.
The outermost level of credibility, which relies on the most
‘‘obvious’’ cues to identify a blog as credible or non-credible,
can be called construct credibility. This form utilizes the basic
firsthand impressions that a blog leaves on its users. These
factors are highly subjective and tend to vary very heavily
from one recipient of information to another. Questions like,
‘‘Does this blog look trustworthy?’’, ‘‘Is the information
convincing?’’, ‘‘Can I believe this blog?’’ often fall under this
level of credibility. Themost effect that it can have on a user is
that it helps him/her form a bias. Examining the host platform
and its features, the advertisements, and the general aesthetics
of the blog (in technical detail) forms the second level of
credibility. This level can be called Heuristics based Credi-
bility. Here the user can make more informed decisions, con-
sidering that the technical details are laid out by a thorough
examination of the blog & its host. Fake news, which is often
masqueraded as genuine news, is more likely to be identified
with the help of this level of credibility since the semantic
& structural differences are highlighted more. Finally, the
most complex level of credibility can be called Interaction-
based Credibility, where analysis of the cues from the content,
source, and images can aid in determining the authenticity of
a blog. Identifying misinformation and disinformation can be
attempted through this level. It focuses on a more in-depth
examination of the features of a blog’s credibility, providing
more criteria to label a blog as credible.

B. FAKE NEWS, (MIS)INFORMATION AND
(DIS)INFORMATION ON ONLINE BEAUTY HEALTH
BLOGS [14]
i) A typical example of fake news could be a headline that
says, ‘‘Latest study by leading scientists reveals that the
consumption of Instant Noodles can cause cancer.’’ The facts
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FIGURE 2. Levels of credibility.

stated are completely bogus and lack any proof, at the same
time, it is perfectly dressed up as a legitimate headline. The
aim in a case like this is to draw the reader’s attention to terms
like Scientist & Study that may induce believability.

ii) On the other hand, a teenage blogger writing something
like, ‘‘Applying Baking Soda on the face can help lighten your
skin tone,’’ becomes an example of misinformation. Here,
the blogger aims not to mislead or deliberately cause harm,
but due to lack of expertise & knowledge, they believe in such
information to be true and pass it on to their readers.

iii) A blog that is probably sponsored by a skin whiten-
ing beauty product, suggesting that ‘‘Applying a particular
cream for seven days produces visible results’’, deliberately
misleads the readers by using fake studies or doctored images
to increase their sales. This becomes an example of disinfor-
mation.

To a naive reader, the difference between these three may
not be evident; however, their effects vary significantly in
intensity. Fig (3) shows a taxonomy of fake news.

C. MOTIVATION
The web has become a well-known asset for health sources
that provide remedies & suggestions which are experimented
with, especially among teenagers [15], [16]. Nonetheless,
individuals can undoubtedly get misinformed given the huge
measure of inaccurate data on the web. For instance, the idea
that eating apricot seeds fixes cancer is a misguided judgment
that can be discovered on the web. There is no logical proof
to help the case; indeed, it is grounded that eating apricot
seeds may cause cyanide poisoning. People have consistently

gotten data from outside the conventional medical services
framework, and wellbeing falsehood and disinformation are
not new. Seeing how the web has changed our commitment
to wellbeing, (mis)information and whether people can effec-
tively assess integrity is a significant assignment. This is
because falsehood concerning health has especially severe
results in individuals’ satisfaction and, surprisingly, their dan-
ger of mortality. As a result, controlling the spread of misin-
formation while fostering trust in the entire news ecosystem
has become vital.

D. CHALLENGES
However, detecting fake news/ misinformation presents
unique challenges.

1. Even though deep learning-based misinformation
detection methods have been successful, most of these
methods mainly focus on detecting a particular form
of credibility. However, to measure the reliability of
an article most accurately, different types of credibility
assessment techniques are needed too.

2. The second issue is that when a user discovers that a
website is fraudulent and lacks trust, he has no idea
what makes it fake. Explaining why a website was
discovered to be fraudulent is desirable because it can
provide fresh experiences and knowledge that was pre-
viously unknown, even to experts.

E. PROPOSED SOLUTION
The authors propose to isolate the validity into three sec-
tions (1)Web (2) Author and (3) Image. An ingenuinewebsite
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FIGURE 3. Analyzing fake news.

is more likely to host articles that could be invalid or not per-
tinent to the content promised. On the other hand, regardless
of whether the site is credible, thinking about the author’s
data (domain mastery, article composition style) is vital as
even on trustworthy sites, individuals with less knowledge
can spread bogus information. Lastly, a lot of the articles
present pictures to attract clients. But many of these pictures
are photoshopped utilizing numerous strategies. This study
presents credibility scores for each part through aMultimodal
Credibility Assessment System [17]–[20] and then finally an
X-AI System [21], which explains the factors contributing to
the model’s decisions.

F. PAPER ORGANIZATION
This paper has nine sections to follow. Related work section
(Section II), showcases a thorough literature review of exist-
ing credibility assessment techniques & explainable AI tech-
niques for fake news/misinformation detection. Following
this, the dataset organization section (Section III) describes
the methods used for the preparation of each dataset. The
next two sections namely, Multimodal Analysis (Section IV)
and Explainable AI (Section V) represents a total of four
major implementation pipelines with a detailed explanation
of the algorithms and techniques used in each. The next
section i.e. Results (Section VI) is divided into two modules

1) Sub-Modules results 2) System Results. Finally the paper
includes a discussion section (Section VII) that elaborates the
challenges and limitations of this project. A brief note on the
future scope of the project is discussed in the Future Work
section (Section VIII). This is followed by the Conclusion
(Section IX) and References (Section X) sections.

II. RELATED WORK
Internet is a huge wellspring of data covering different scope
of points. From recent developments to education to health-
care, each sort of detail is composed, perused, or shared by a
great many clients all over the globe. Web Health web jour-
nals or Wellness websites contribute significantly to online
health information, generally by giving tips and solutions for
afflictions. Few sites additionally address significant medical
problems. It gets imperative in such cases to forestall any
spread of deception as it might prompt unfortunate and seri-
ous outcomes.

A. CREDIBILITY ASSESSMENT
Credibility as a quality is formed by considering various
estimations. It does not exclusively rely upon the source or
the content and is achieved from a variety of measurements.
Credibility is also synonymous with believability [22], and
similarly, it can be associatedwith various othermeasures like
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FIGURE 4. Blog credibility assessment 4 factor framework.

quality, authority, popularity, and persuasion. Credibility can
be classified into various categories depending on the subject
under assessment [23]. Source, media, and content credibility
are the most common assessment techniques which examine
the actual data/information.

One such technique is web credibility, which relates to
the credibility of the various blogs and articles available
in massive quantities without filters across the world wide
web [24]. Burbles [25] stressed the importance of a separate
accessibility framework for the web due to its complex link
structure, speed, and abundant features. The web credibil-
ity project by Stanford [23] expresses credibility evaluation
as a 5-point multidisciplinary framework that identifies the
contributions of various features towards a site’s credibility.
Web blogs, in particular, serve to be a perfect venue for
credibility assessment owing to their wide availability and
public nature. Rubin and Liddy [26] proposed an analytical
4 factor framework to automate credibility assessment of the
web blogs. Fig (4) depicts this framework.

Web Blogs’ credibility can be assessed using famous tradi-
tional algorithms like PageRank [27] and HITS [28]. A web
blog could fall prey to content spam - spamming of title,
body, meta tags which can be checked by examining TF-IDF
scores [29], link spam - to increase web authority scores can
be detected by algorithms like graph regularization [30] and
link pruning [31] and other spams like cloaking, redirection
which can be detected by tracking user behaviors [32].

Extensive research has been done on the content of web
blogs to determine credibility based on different factors.
Credibility signals can be identified in the author’s senti-
ments, the expertise reflected in the content, the readabil-
ity, grammar, and vocabulary used. It was observed that
more words, sentences, numbers reflected more in accu-
rate information blogs than in comparison to misinforma-
tion blogs [33]. Linear Regression & Neural Networks were
the two approaches suggested for web page credibility by
Jaworski in 2014 [34]. In 2009, work towards credibility
assessment of Arabic blogs [35] categorized features as blog
level (presence of Author name, number of comments, etc.)
and post level (spelling, emoticons, punctuations, etc.) and
labeled each blog into three categories: Credible, Not Credi-
ble, Questionable. As an extension to this approach, to solve
the scarcity issues of Arabic web-blogs, a deep co-learning
approach was proposed [36]. It was observed that the SVM
model had an F1-score of 0.57, whereas this model increased
the score to 0.63. R. Manjula and M. S. Vijaya suggested
a predictive model based on deep neural networks using
an elaborate dataset of health pages. This model achieved
great results [37]. Furthermore, K. Popat, in 2019, suggested
analysis of the credibility by making use of textual claims.
For each claim in the blog, it was cross checked with multi-
ple relevant web sources, and then analyzed independently
to estimate an opinion for each [38]. Another study made
use of cosine similarity score to classify blogs into various
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FIGURE 5. Typical credibility assessment architecture.

categories, the system used web crawling to extract features
like title, date, author, content, language, tags, and permanent
link to determine credibility [39].

Several blogs have multiple images along with the con-
tent. These images are often advertisements/spam that does
not contribute to the quality of the blog [40]. Jelena Kocic
and Branko Livada in 2016 gave 6 parameters for image
quality assessment [41]. Very limited research has been
conducted to evaluate the credibility and quality of these
images. In 2012, a study proposed Image Texture Anal-
ysis Based Image Spam filtering [42]. Low-level image
features were used for classification with classifiers like
SVM, and RF was used to classify images as credi-
ble/not credible. The recall, average precision, and accu-
racy were observed to be 98.6%. In 2019 Andreas Rossler1

Davide Cozzolino2 Luisa Verdoliva2 Christian Riess3 Justus
Thies1 Matthias Nießner1 generated a large-scale dataset of
manipulations by classical computer graphics-based meth-
ods like Face2Face and FaceSwap as well as learning-based
approaches like DeepFakes and NeuralTextures. It gave an
accuracy of 70.10% [43]. Another study used an Ada-Boost-
like transfer learning algorithm to classify fake images,
a CNN model that exceeded performance in terms of several
baselines [44].

In their study of image credibility, Yusuke Yamamoto and
Katsumi Tanaka tried to establish ‘‘supportive’’ relationships
between images and text of a blog [45]. Their work proves
that blogs with more of such image-text pairs are more cred-
ible. They tend to focus on relevant pictures & text more,
thus having fewer chances of diverging from the subject
and disseminating misinformation. Another study proposed a
framework, MediEval 2015 [46], a semi-automated approach

that examined viral images and sent updates to journalists
in real-time. The images were scraped off tweets on various
bogus topics. This approach, too, utilized image credibility
analysis along with text credibility to detect misinformation.
While image credibility evaluation by a user is purely subjec-
tive, which means it relies heavily on a user’s ability to trust
or their loyalty to a platform or source of news, other factors
may influence their decisions. A study proved that factors like
a user’s own knowledge of image doctoring techniques, social
media presence, and general use of the internet and various
other tools were more influential than any other factors [47].
Fig (5) depicts a typical credibility assessment system with
different techniques. Table 1 shows the previous work done
in Credibility Analysis.

After a thorough review of the findings in credibility
assessments of web blogs, a common pattern is observed
in their limitations. One of which was, assessing credibility
in only specific modalities. Most work has been targeted
towards examining credibility in a single modality, like only
text or images. To ensure a complete examination of the
blog, it is vital to inspect all the features that contribute to
its credibility. Multimodal credibility thus provides better
avenues to detect misinformation by inspecting several dif-
ferent types of factors that can affect the credibility of a blog.
Another limitation was the lack of explanations for the out-
comes. While most papers have successfully classified blogs
as credible/ non-credible, the recipient of this information
is often unaware of what features contributed to this result.
It can be advantageous for a reader to be aware of what
aspect of the blog makes it more reliable & believable and
which aspect is doctored or undependable. Explainable AI
can prove to be a solution here by explaining how each feature
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TABLE 1. Work on credibility analysis.

contributes (positively or negatively) to a blog’s credibility
and highlighting the magnitude of its effect [50].

B. EXPLAINABLE AI FOR FAKE NEWS/MISINFORMATION
ANALYSIS
There has been a surge in AI-based products and services
to process large data, enable autonomy, and enhance the
end-users experience in recent years. However, a lack of
transparency and specific ability in advanced AI algorithms
can potentially result in unfair and unsafe decision-making.
Explanation of factors contributing to model decisions, can
add to urban thinking by improving our capacity to assess
computerized substance and arrive at supported resolutions.
Answers to questions like, how difficult is the detection?
Are all features needed by the model for prediction? How
much does a feature contribute to making a news fake? were
necessary to enhance user’s understandability [51]–[53].

All these questions were answered by designing an
AI-based model [54], [55] and running human-subject exper-
iments on hypothesis testing [56]. Many techniques were
used that includes RNN, GRU [55], and BI-LSTM [56]
but describing how total importance should be distributed
among the features was one of the successful methods used
in 2009 [57]. Fan Yang, Shiva K. Pentyala, and many others
designed and implemented an XAI system, XFake, based on
three frameworks (i.e., MIMIC, ATTN and PERT). By under-
standing the outputs achieved from these frameworks, they
could derive appropriate explanations for interpreting detec-
tion outcomes [54]. In 2009, the SHAP (for Shapley
Additive Explanations) method was analyzed to explain a
model by Julio C. S. Reis and André Correia with many
others [57].

Most of the explanations were proposed to derive
explanation from the perspectives of news contents and
user comments [57], for which many researchers used
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FIGURE 6. Explainable AI for credibility analysis.

Graph-aware Co-Attention Networks [60]. Kai Shu and
Limeng Cui, along with others proposed a framework,
named as dEFEND that consisted of four major components
(1) a news content encoder component, (2) a user comment
encoder component, (3) a sentence-comment co-attention
component, and (4) a fake news prediction component [57].
While these researchers focused on different models for
explainability, Mingxuan Chen and Ning Wang defined
‘‘influence scores,’’ which they used to measure the influence
of various types of features on the final decision [61]. Fig (6)
shows an XAI-assisted architecture for Fake news / Misinfor-
mationAnalysis. Table 2 showswork done ExplainableAI for
Fake news / Misinformation Analysis.

III. DATASET PREPARATION
To start with the implementation, 300+ blogs (webpages)
were handpicked, covering various health-related content
available online. From beauty & lifestyle to health & skin-
care, the authors considered websites offering several tips &
remedies to their users, making it vital to assess their credi-
bility. Our proposed framework divides credibility into three
major modules. To assess the credibility of each kind, a cus-
tomized dataset was prepared, on which each method was
applied, resulting in a score for each sub-module. The scores
generated were entered into a master database, further sub-
jected to the X-AI model, presenting its interpretations in

an understandable user format. Each feature (label) consid-
ered for every dataset affects the overall credibility of the
web-page. Table 3 provides a summary of the datasets and
Table 4 explains the labels and their meanings for each dataset
considered. Fig (7) explains the approach in a simplified
way, explaining the contribution of each dataset & the score
evaluated using it.

A. SOURCE CREDIBILITY ASSESSMENT
The host platform is essential when examining the reliability
of a blog. Various features contribute to making a platform
popular & more dependable for users. Our approach con-
siders 14 of the most important features of a web blog that
make it credible. These features include Internal Links, Meta-
Tags Page Titles, URL-Format, Amount of Content, Popular-
ity, Freshness, Twitter, Images, Printability, Server Behavior,
Analytics, Headings & Mobile. These features were evalu-
ated on a scale of 10 and were examined using free SEO test-
ing tools. A non-weighted average of all these contributors
provided us with an overall score of 10 for each web blog.
For the purpose of our project, we made use of Nibbler, a free
tool available online to help examine the performance of any
website. The tool evaluates a website based on a number of
parameters like Popularity, Accessibility, Security as well as
Social Media integrations. This helps provide a measure of
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TABLE 2. Work on explainable AI for fake news / misinformation analysis.

TABLE 3. Overall dataset information.

overall performance for a web-page and highlights the areas
that accelerate/decrease reliability.

Each feature chosen here was selected based on the amount
of impact it leaves on a blog visitor. Factors like the popularity
of a blog are determined by the number of fresh viewers
that access it daily while also considering its ranking on the
Google Search Index. A site with meta-tags has a better GSI
ranking. Freshness measures how often the writer updates
a blog. A frequently updated blog is more reliable, as it is
more likely to accommodate any new findings & studies.
Analytics & Server Behaviors are qualities heavily reliant
on the platform; low latency & faster response time, along
with customized advertisements, make the experience better.
A responsive web blog (one that retains its design on mobile
& desktop) & compatible printing resolutions have a higher
Mobile & Printability score. The amount of content & images
also contributes to credibility. A higher ratio of images to text

or vice versa proves to be less effective when compared to an
equalized distribution. Other features like a good URL format
& a substantial amount of internal links contribute equally to
the overall platform credibility score.

PageRank analyzes directed graphs and, in particular,
the web link structure. It creates the impression that a user
browses a site through links in random order. Rankings are
derived from a link graph, which considers how each web-
page is linked to the next. The extraction uses the Beauti-
fulsoup library in Python to pull data out of the HTML and
XML documents. It extracts the weblinks and their values
and then stores them in the form of a matrix. Each page gets
exactly 1 ‘‘vote,’’ which is further reduced by the number
of outgoing links the page has. For example, if Page A has
ten outgoing links, each outgoing link counts as 0.1 vote
which when passed through the page rank algorithm gives
the relevant page rank score.
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TABLE 4. Information per dataset.
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TABLE 4. (Continued.) Information per dataset.

FIGURE 7. Dataset preparation.

B. AUTHOR CREDIBILITY ASSESSMENT
Author authority is a compelling factor in blogging. It not
only determines the amount of traffic a site attracts but also
affects the impact it creates. Loyal followers of authors tend to
visit a variety of platforms to be able to consume their content.

But how can the credibility of one such author be determined?
While liking someone’s content is subjective, it becomes vital
to decide based on how genuine the information is in health
blogs. The writing style of an author depicted by the text of
the blog can display signs of credibility. Typos, bad grammar,
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FIGURE 8. Dataset organization.

lack of technical terms, and unnecessary special characters
make the content less reliable. The blog text can be analyzed
to extract all these features. Beautifulsoup is used to scrape
this content off the shortlisted blogs.

C. IMAGE CREDIBILITY ASSESSMENT
To compel more audiences into following their tips/remedies,
blogs tend to use doctored/misleading images as a part of their
platform. These images are usually photoshopped versions
of their originals that show glorified versions of the results
the blog claims to produce. A web scraper is built, using
beautiful soup, to extract images of these websites. Each
doctored image was labeled as ‘‘Fake,’’ and the other was
named ‘‘True.’’ This labeling was done to the best of the
knowledge. This dataset of 800+ images was used to get the
quality & credibility score for each image.

D. DEVELOPING THE MASTER DATASET
After performing Multimodal Credibility Analysis on the
selected web-blogs, a score for each type of analysis is cal-
culated. The analysis techniques and derivation of scores for
each modality have been described in this paper’s later sec-
tions. All scores are added to this master dataset. determine
the overall credibility score of each blog, which is calculated
as the non-weighted average of these individual analysis
scores. After setting a threshold for credibility each blog is
classified as credible or non-credible and provided with a
value of 0 or 1 for the same, respectively. The XAI model
uses this dataset to make suitable predictions and provide the

final system results. Fig (8) depicts the dataset organization
for this project.

IV. MULTIMODAL CREDIBILITY ANALYSIS
Aside from the blog’s actual content, its images, design,
layout, and structure all play a role in determining the first
impression it leaves on its visitors. It is a blog’s visual, aes-
thetic, or even literary appeal that can entice a reader. While
the majority of these are subjective to his preferences, some
of them can be measured. In this study, the authors investigate
the platform, its images, and text. The platform on which the
blog is hosted can have various features that help increase its
relevance and credibility. Some of the factors contributing to
a platform’s credibility are how frequently the blog is updated
and how easily it is accessible. A well-connected platform is
also more likely to gain the trust and loyalty of its readers.

On the other hand, the blog’s content also has a long-lasting
impact on the reader, and it is through this text, the author can
attempt to establish a personal connection with them. Finally,
it is critical to determinewhether the blog’s images are correct
and relevant. Visitors rarely prefer unnecessary low-quality
images that promote bogus products or narrate doctored
results/techniques. Therefore, multiple factors come into play
while determining the blog’s dependability & authenticity.
Relying solely on one of these factors would only provide
a skewed picture of a blog’s credibility. Thus, Multimodal
credibility [60], [61], in which the study examines more
than one type of data to determine the blog’s overall quality,
is best suited to the goals of this project. Fig (9) shows the
multimodal analysis of a blog.
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FIGURE 9. Multimodal analysis of a blog.

A. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY
The credibility analysis pipeline is divided into three major
modules. The first module examined the blog’s platform and
its contribution to the blog’s overall credibility. The authors
use SEO tools to analyze the platform’s features and deter-
mine its overall score. Finally, this study created a regression
model to calculate a blog’s overall web credibility score,
given a score for all its contributing features. This assists us
in determining the credibility of the websites in the collected
validation dataset.

Furthermore, the study examines how well-linked the plat-
form is by running it through the well-known Page-Rank
algorithm, which provided us with a score for each blog in the
dataset. The second module included studying the blog text
to help determine the author’s credibility by inspecting the
author’s writing style. This section calculates a final credibil-
ity score by putting the blog through four literary tests: read-
ability, grammar, expertise, and correctness. Finally, in the
thirdmodule, the study examines the blog’s images and derive
an overall score of quality & authenticity.

There are five major analysis techniques employed in this
study, namely, 1) Regression Analysis, 2) Web Analysis,
3) Author Writing Style Analysis, 4) Image Authenticity
Analysis, and 5) Image Quality Analysis.

Each one of these five processes has different technical
aspects. In the first module, the authors employ various
regression models & the page rank algorithm. In the second

module, they use Natural Language Processing algorithms
to pre-process the material and run four tests for writing
style analysis. Finally, in the third module, they develop a
deep neural network using Transfer Learning to examine the
authenticity of an image. BRISQUE (Blind Reference less
Image Spatial Quality Evaluator) is used for Image Qual-
ity Analysis. After completing these modules, they feed the
results to the X-AI model to provide correct explanations of
the results. Fig (10) shows the system architecture for this
project.

1) WEB CREDIBILITY
‘‘One can identify misinformation by surveying the credibil-
ity of its website, where credibility is frequently characterized
in the sense of quality and authenticity.’’ The genuineness of
web material is defined as web content credibility. It is made
up of two factors: trustworthiness and knowledge. People can
tell whether a webpage has both traits if it has substantial or
valid content. Holding an exquisite, talented, trying webpage
offers credibility to the substance. The web credibility rating
problem was formulated as a prediction task, and two meth-
ods were used to model it (1) Web Analysis (Application of
the Page Rank Algorithm) (2) Regression analysis.

a: WEB ANALYSIS
PageRank measures the importance of each node in the graph
by counting the number of external links that connect it along
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FIGURE 10. System architecture.
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FIGURE 11. Page rank analysis.

with its source node. The underlying assumption is that a
page must link to other pages to be relevant and powerful.
Several segments are involved in creating this efficient model,
including data collection and the development of the page
rank algorithm, which are described below. Fig 11 depicts this
pictographically.

i) DATA COLLECTION
The input for the ranking in the page rank algorithm is a link
graph constructed using the link value of how each webpage
is connected to another. To create that graph, five links for
each website are extracted using the Beautifulsoup library in
Python and the link value between them through their linkage
is found. It comprises of three features for the input graph:
the page number, out link page number, and link value (using
the formula of the link matrix described below). This dataset
has 1000+web links and linkages, which, when converted to
a graph and subjected to the page rank algorithm, gives the
page rank of the desired web pages.

ii) APPROACH
According to Page Rank, an important site is based on its
links to and from other sites. This is where the Eigen theory
comes into play. The authors described the links of a page u as
vectors, in which each row is either a one or a zero depending
on whether a link is present to that page and then described a
probability for each page. The next step is the normalization
of the vector by the number of linked pages and built a link
matrix L by dividing them into columns, a square matrix.
The matrix L tries to represent the probability of appearing
on each page. Even though the matrix was constructed from
columns of outward links, the rows described inward links
normalized according to their page of origin.

iii) IMPLEMENTATION
Here the page rank algorithm is built to determine the score
of each web page using the method described above.Working
is discussed in brief in Fig (12).

To store the rank of all web pages, the authors utilized a
vector called r. For computing rank of a page u the following
facts related to all its web pages must be known:

1. Rank of the webpage
2. Do they include a link to page u?
3. What is the total number of outgoing links they have?
The following expression combines these three pieces of

information for webpage u only.

Ru =
n∑
j=1

Lu,jrj (1)

where the number of webpages on each website are repre-
sented with the vector r and L ∈ Rn×n is the link matrix
relevant to page that can be shown by the formula

L :


1
nj
if , j ∈ Nj

0 otherwise

 (2)

Ru is then equal to the sum of j= 1 to n, where n is the sum
of all the webpages in the link matrix relevant to u and the j
location, multiplied by the rank at the j location. This scrolls
through each of the web pages, causing the rank of u to be
a sum of the ranks of all the links coming from those pages,
weighted by the link probability. The authors then solved the
problem for all pages simultaneously by writing the same
expression.

Next this expression for all the web pages is calculated by
performing simple matrix multiplication.

r (i+1) = Lr (i) (3)

Then, multiplying r by the matrix L each time gives us a
new value for r. As a result, r is now an eigenvector of matrix
L with an eigenvalue of one.
Eigenvalue:
Although various methods for effectively computing

eigenvectors have been developed throughout time, the power
technique - which multiplies a randomly picked starting guest
vector by amatrix - still works effectively for solving the page
rank problem. First, despite the fact that the power technique
can only offer you one eigenvector because there are n for an
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FIGURE 12. The page rank algorithm: Working.

n-page system, the only vector it gives you is the one you’re
looking for, with an eigenvalue of 1. Second, while this is not
true for the whole webpage mini-Internet, it may conclude
that practically every entry in the link matrix is zero in the
real Internet, implying that most pages do not link to each
other. A sparse matrix is what this is called. Multiplication
may be made much easier with the help of algorithms. And
then, the damping factor to calculate the final page rank can
be added.

r (i+1) = d(Lr (i))+
1− d
n

(4)

Damping Factor:
The simple update rule can cause PageRank to collect and

become stuck in certain portions of the graphs for particular
graphs.
• This is fixed by assigning each node to
◦ Give a d proportion of its PageRank to its neighbors

(at each round).
◦ Give everyone in the graph a (1-d) fraction of its

PageRank.
• This also means that pages with no incoming connec-
tions gain some PageRank.

• Here damping factor is d (generally fixed to 0.85)
The impact on the actual calculation is about establishing

a balance between the iterative convergence process’s speed
and stability. Finally, the algorithm concludes by importing
the page rank scores of all the desired web pages to the master
dataset.

b: REGRESSION ANALYSIS
Regression Analysis allows us to discover which factors are
most important, which ones may be ignored, and which

ones interact with one another. Regression analysis is used
for two reasons: to predict the value of the dependent vari-
able or to evaluate the effect of an explanatory variable on
the dependent variable. So to predict the web credibility
score of each web blog, we used Regression Analysis which
started with data preprocessing of the dataset and then using
feature extraction. We selected the most important features
impacting our predictions. Using those features, we trained
our dataset on 4 Regression Models, namely Linear Regres-
sion [63], Support Vector Regression [64], Decision Tree
Regression [65], and Random Forest Regression [66]. These
models were trained on the dataset to find the overall plat-
form credibility score, telling us how important and credible
that website is. To find that score, we evaluated our model
based on three parameters, i.e., root mean squared error, R -
squared error, and Explained variance error. Through these
parameters, we found our best fit model through the steps
described below and then predicted the overall score and
stored it in master dataset. Fig (13) describes this pipeline in
detail.

i) DATA PREPROCESSING
The first and most vital step in creating a machine learning
model is preprocessing the raw data, making it suitable for
prediction. It is required as machine learning algorithms can-
not directly use data that might contain noise or has missing
values. This entire process involves several steps. For the col-
lected dataset, some of those were not necessary. The dataset
and libraries necessary for the model were imported. Our
cleaning procedure involved removing the ‘BLOG’ feature
(name of the blog). The authors then checked for missing
values and had a fairly clean dataset with very few missing
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Pseudocode 1 Page Rank Pseudocode
procedureP(H,i) . H : inlink file, i: # of iteration

f ← 0.85 . # damping factor: 0.85
o← H . # outlink of H
i← H . # inlink of H
m← H . #no of pages from H
for all pr in the graph do

op[pr]← 1
3 #start the Pagerank

end for
while i > 0 do

dp← 0
for all pr that has no out-links do

dp← dp+ f ∗ op[ip]o[ip] #obtain Pagerank without out-links from pages
end for
for all pr in the graph do

np[pr]← dp + 1−f
m # jump obtain Pagerank from random

for all ip in i[pr] do
np[pr]← np[pr] + f ∗op[ip]

o[ip] #with inlinks obtain Pagerank
end for

end for
op← np #reform Pagerank
i← i− 1

end while
end procedure

FIGURE 13. Regression analysis.

values. It was found out that Freshness and Twitter columns
had few missing values that were handled using the Imputer
class of sklearn preprocessing library.

ii) FEATURE EXTRACTION
When it comes to feature engineering, choosing the most
important subset of features and removing the features that
have the least impact on performance, and achieving optimal
performance for a given ML task are critical. An efficient set
of feature subsets is the most important factor in developing
the machine learning model, which reduces the likelihood
that every model develops an overfitting problem. Using

Correlation, 11 out of 13 features were found necessary for
prediction.

iii) BUILDING THE MACHINE-LEARNING ALGORITHM
This section represents the baseline algorithms used for
regression analysis, namely Linear regression, Support. Vec-
tor regression, Decision tree regression, and Random forest
regression.
Linear Regression:
In Linear Regression, a linear relationship is formed

between two or more features of the dataset, producing an
outcome of the dependent variable. This function
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performs a regression procedure. The regression proce-
dure produces a target prediction value based on independent
variables.

As the dataset has more than one independent variable,
the study applied multiple linear regression, which works
on assumptions like - target and predictor variables must
have linear relationships. Additionally, MLR assumes no
or little multicollinearity (correlation between independent
variables).

Following these assumptions, the predictions were made
based on the formula below:

yi = β0 + β1xi1 + β2xi2 + . . . . . . .+ βpxip ∈ (5)

where:
1. The dependent or anticipated variable is yi.
2. The y-intercept(β0), or the value of y when both xi and

x2 are zero, is 0.
3. The regression coefficients β1 and β2 show the change

in y as a function of a one-unit change in xi1 and xi2.
4. For each independent variable, βp is the slope

coefficient.
5. The random error is ε
Support Vector Regression:
The supervised learning algorithm Support Vector Regres-

sion is used to predict discrete values. In SVM, a hyperplane
is a straight line that fits the data. The idea behind the support
vector machine approach is to locate a reference point that
defines a hyperplane over n-dimensional space that catego-
rizes data points. The Support Vectors run the length of the
hyperplane, assisting in its positioning and orientation. The
SVR, unlike other regression models, attempts to fit the best
line within a given threshold value. The distance between the
hyperplane and the boundary line is the threshold value. Thus,
any hyperplane that satisfies the SVR should satisfy:

−a < y− wx + b < +a (6)

where y =wx+b is the equation of hyperplane. Only those
within the decision border and have the lowest error rate,
or those within theMargin of Tolerance, are used. This results
in a more accurate model.
Decision Tree Regression [62]:
Decision trees provide models of classification and regres-

sion in the form of a tree structure. A dataset is segmented into
smaller and smaller subsets as a decision tree is developed
incrementally. Finally, a tree containing a decision node and
leaf nodes is built. Each decision node represents the property
being tested for. Each leaf node reflects a numerical target
decision. The root node is the topmost decision node in this
tree, and it correlates to the best score.

Multiple techniques are employed in Decision Trees to
split a node into two or more sub-nodes. The study utilized
the ID3 algorithm to generate the model. Using a top-down
greedy search with no backtracking, this approach constructs
decision trees from the space of possible branches. Iter-
ates over the very unused attribute of the set S, calculating

Entropy (H) and Information Gain (IG) of this property, using
the original set S as the root node.

The method then divides the set into subsets based on
the attribute with the lowest Entropy or highest Information
Gain. It keeps repeating recursion on subsets, selecting only
attributes that have never been placed before. The study used
entropy criteria to determine whether attributes should be
placed at the root or as internal nodes within each node (The
entropy of information being processed represents its ran-
domness). A branchwith an entropy of zero is a leaf node, and
a branch with an entropy greater than zero requires additional
splitting, according to the ID3 method. It used the following
mathematical function for multiple attribute entropy: -

E(T ,X ) =
∑
c∈X

P(c)E(c) (7)

where T→ Current State and X→ Selected attribute
Based on each attribute’s value, the attributes are sorted as

follows: the highest value is placed at the root.
Random Forest Regression:
To tackle regression problems, a Random Forest [63] is an

ensemble approach that uses numerous decision trees and a
technique known as Bootstrap and Aggregation, sometimes
known as bagging. This method aims to integrate decision
trees instead of depending on individual trees to produce
the final result. Numerous decision trees can be merged into
distinct basic learning models using Random Forest. The
authors create a sample dataset for each model by randomly
selecting rows and attributes from the training dataset. Mul-
tiple decision trees are used to create RF, which may yield in
more accurate and reliable outcomes. The ultimate output in
a regression problem is the average of all the outputs.

iv) PERFORMANCE EVALUATION METRICS
A regression model’s skill or performance must be measured
as an error in predictions. After training with the above
machine learning models, the study evaluated their perfor-
mance using 3 evaluation metrics:

a. R- Squared error - Using a linear model and R-squared
formula, an R-squared statistic measures how much of
the variation in a response variable is explained.

R2 =
Variance Explained By the Model

Total Variance
(8)

It is always between 0 and 100% where:
i. 0% reflects the fact that the model is unable to

explain any response variability around its mean.
ii. 100% indicates that themodel is fully statistically

sound because it explains all the variation of the
response data around the mean.

The R-squared value is a measure of how well a model
fits the data. The greater the value, the better.

b. Root Mean Squared Error - The Root Mean Square
Error (RMSE) measures the deviation of residuals.
from the predictions (prediction errors). This study tells
us how condensed the data is along the line of best
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fit. It can range from 0 to∞. Lower values of RMSE
indicate a better fit. It uses the following formula to find
the error:

RMSEfo =

[
n∑
i=1

(zfi − zoi)2/N

]2

(9)

where:

i. 6 = summation(‘‘add up’’)
ii. (zfi–zoi)2 = differences, squared
iii. N = sample size

c. Explained Variance - Explained variance is used to
measure the difference between a model and actual
data. More specifically, it is the part of model total
variance which cannot be attributed to error variance.
It works on the following formula:

EV (y, yi) = 1−
Var(y− yi)
Var(y)

(10)

Var (y – yi) and Var(y) is the variance of prediction
errors and actual values, respectively; scores close to
1.0 are highly desired, indicating better squares of stan-
dard deviations of errors. Having a larger percentage
of the variance explained suggests a stronger degree of
association. Also, it indicates better prediction.

The study aims to achieve a model with a high R squared
error, high variance score, and low root mean square error.

2) AUTHOR CREDIBILITY
Many people rely on blogs as their primary source of informa-
tion. In this case, the author of the blog bears the responsibil-
ity of disseminating credible information. The most effective
way for an author to communicate with his or her readers
is through the blog’s content. The author can express his
thoughts, opinions, and views on various topics using this
medium. However, this communication becomes more rigid
in the case of health blogs. Every remedy, tip, and fact shared
by the writer must be credible, as gullible readers may end
up experimenting on their bodies. In some cases, this may
have long-term consequences. To tackle this issue, the authors
propose a thorough analysis of the content of the blog.

a: PRE-PROCESSING
After scraping the content of all the blogs in the dataset,
the authors subject it to pre-processing to prepare it for
analysis. Since this text is in its most raw form, the authors
start with some basic data cleaning techniques. Next all
potential sources of noise were removed from the data. This
includes removing any HTML tags, punctuation, or special
characters that do not contribute to the text’s meaning. The
text is also made free of all abbreviations, white spaces,
numbers, and other diatrics that it may contain. This is then
followed up with the removal of stop words. Stop words
are commonly used words such as ‘‘a,’’ ‘‘an,’’ and ‘‘the’’
that add no value to the sentence. A typical search engine

is designed to ignore such terms. The next layer of pre-
processing involves Lemmatization. Lemmatization tries to
diminish inflectional structures to a solitary base structure.
Unlike stemming, it does not simply eliminate intonations.
Instead, it consults lexical knowledge bases to determine the
proper base forms of words. At the end of this step, the words
are now in their root base structure. After completing all these
steps, the data is ready for analysis.

b: IMPLEMENTATION
The most distinctive feature of an author’s blog tends to be
his/her writing style. While a judgment on the writing style
is highly subjective, an analysis can help derive multiple
inferences. The writer’s sentiments, grammar knowledge,
domain expertise can all be figured out via analyzing how
they communicate information. While verifying the claims/
facts they state are out of scope for the project, the authors
focus on analyzing the various aspects of their composition.
The authors perform four tests, namely a Readability, Gram-
mar, Typos & Domain expertise test. Fig (14) describes the
pipeline in detail.

i) COMPUTING THE READABILITY SCORE
Readability is defined as the ease with which a reader can
perceive & understand a piece of text. An average adult reads
at a 7th to 9th Grade level. Tomake a blog highly accessible to
readers, the threshold of readability needs to be maintained.
A health blog should be simple & concise for its readers to
understand while maintaining a technical tone. Thus, a blog
has to be not only accessible but also ethnically appropriate.
For an author, it becomes vital to recognize the readability
level they should maintain to suit the expectations of their
readers. Once they establish this level, they must maintain
this consistency in their writing. Blogs where authors tend
to practice this are more preferred by all kinds of readers.
To determine the readability score for a piece of writing,
the authors applied the Flesch Reading Ease test [64], [65].
Dr. Robert Flesch developed the Flesch formulae for readabil-
ity after observing that most languages are designed to make
reading as difficult as possible. He argues that most sentences
were lengthy & words esoteric, making simple meanings
more complicated.

To implement the test, the authors calculate the total num-
ber of words, sentences & syllables in the text. Syllables are
the basic single units of speech. To calculate the total number
of syllables, the following approach is used.

For all word in text do:
For all vowels in word:

syllable+ =1
If word endswith [‘es’,’ed’,’e’]:

syllable−=1
If word endswith [‘le’]:

syllable+ =1
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FIGURE 14. Author credibility analysis pipeline.

Once all the necessary information has been gathered,
the Flesch Reading Ease Test is administered as follows:

Readability_score

= 206.835− 1.015 ∗ (no_of _words/no_of _sentences)

− 84.6∗(syllable/no_of _words) (11)

Where: no_of_words: Total Number of Words in corpus
No_of_sentences: Total number of Sentences in Corpus.
Syllable: Total number of Syllables
The readability score obtained from this test lies in a range

of 0-100. The range is scaled down to 0-10 for easier future
calculations. The higher the readability score, the easier the
piece of text is to read. For health blogs, a readability score
of 6-7 is highly preferable. Because health blogs cater to a

broader audience, they must balance readability and technical
terms.

ii) COMPUTING THE GRAMMAR SCORE
Aside from readability, the majority of popular blogs have
good grammar. A blog that follows all grammar rules is
more likely to aid the reader’s comprehension than one that
contains grammatical errors. For this study, the authors have
considered only English blogs. English is a context-free lan-
guage, which means it adheres to Context-Free Grammar
rules [66]. The production rules of formal grammar are said
to be ‘‘context-free’’ if they can be applied regardless of the
context of a nonterminal. The authors examine the grammar
of all the blogs in the dataset by checking the structure of
all sentences, converting them into parse trees, and deter-
mining whether they follow the Context Free Grammar’s
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production rules [67] To generate this CFG for the sentences
in the text, the authors used the spacy library. Spacy parsed
and generated dependency graphs. The trees produced by a
dependency grammar can have a one-to-one mapping to the
trees produced by a context-free grammar. Spacy, on the other
hand, does not use explicit grammar to parse. Rather, a neural
network is used to determine how to place the dependency
relationships on a case-by-case basis. According to a specific
grammar, the neural networks that power the parser and tok-
enizer were trained on corpora that had been hand annotated.
The grammar is evaluated on a scale of 0 to 10, counting the
number of sentences that follow the production rules and are
deduced to parse trees from the total number of sentences in
the blog. This can be formulated as follows:

GrammarScore = (Grammatically right sentences

/Total number of sentences) ∗ 10 (12)

A score of 10 indicates that the author’s grammar is most
appropriate, as each sentence follows the proper structure for
the English language. A grammar score of 8+ is ideal for a
credible health blog.

iii) COMPUTING DETECTED TYPOS SCORE
Typos, short for typographical errors, are usually mistaken
in the spellings of words that more than often are misprints
or typing mistakes. While typos can be overlooked in most
cases, it is preferable for a good and credible health blog if
it is completely free of them. Their presence not only makes
the author appear untrustworthy, but it may also result in a
lack of clarity and unnecessary confusion for the readers that
could have been avoided. Thus, for a blog to be trustworthy,
the content it shares must be free of such minor errors.
To check this, the authors ran a typo detection test on the
blogs in the dataset. The authors use the TextBlob library to
correct the mistakes in the original text. The corrected text is
compared with the original text to determine the number of
misspelled words by the author. This allows us to calculate
the overall spell check score for the text.

TextBlob is a Python package that helps users prepare text-
based data. This module provides a stable API for common
normal language processing (NLP) tasks such as part-of-
speech tagging, noun phrase extraction, sentiment analysis,
and so forth. TextBlob’s built-in correct() function takes a
corpus of text and returns a repaired version with minimum
spelling problems. A simple implementation of the same is as
follows: For each blog text in the dataset, do:
Text_blob = TextBlob(blog_text) # create Text blob

instance
Text_blob. correct() # Use the correct() function for spell

check.
While the correct method can help bring typo rates down

significantly, some mistakes persist. This is because of a phe-
nomenon called ‘‘overcorrection.’’ Sometimes, the function
does not have sufficient information regarding the context of
a word and thus may correct a word already spelled correctly.

However, there is no perfect spelling corrector since most
languages are highly contextual; thus, the small overcorrec-
tion can be ignored. TextBlob provides results that are quite
suitable for an average user. After generating the corrected
text, the authors compute its semantic similarity with the
original text. This similarity score is evaluated on a range
of 0-10. A higher similarity score would mean the original
text was already free of typos; on the other hand, a lower
similarity score would suggest disparities in the original text.
With the typo detection test score now computed, the authors
complete inspecting yet another aspect of an author’s writing
style.

iv) COMPUTING DOMAIN EXPERTISE SCORE
After reviewing a blog’s readability, grammar, and spelling,
the authors move on to determining its technical relevance.
It is critical for a health blog to provide valid explana-
tions/medical evidence for any remedy or tip suggested by
the author. As a result, an author who uses proper medical
terms has more domain knowledge than one who writes
the article in the most generic terms. Verifying the author’s
claim/medical evidence may be a future scope of this project,
but for now, the research only determines the amount of
technical jargon used by the author. To identify these medical
terms, the study uses a glossary of all medical jargon. Harvard
Medical School offers a public dictionary of health-related
terms. This dictionary contains over 5000 terms covering
every letter of the alphabet. The authors examine each blog in
the database for the presence of these terms. The percentage
that these words cover in a blog text help determine the
domain expertise score. Each score is scaled down to the
range of 0-10. A higher score would suggest that the author
has used the most appropriate technical terms & the blog is
more scientifically apt.

At the end of these tests, there are 4 scores, namely,
1) Grammar Score, 2) Typo Detection Score, 3) Readability
Score & 4) Domain Expertise Score. Each of these scores
contributes equally to determining the author’s writing style.
As a result, a non-weighted average of each of these scores
yields the overall author credibility score.

3) IMAGE CREDIBILITY
Humans are visual learners; when concepts or ideas are visu-
alized, they tend to grasp them easily. Images are a great tool
for authors to use when communicating ideas to their readers.
The entire reading experience becomesmore immersive, with
a proper balance of texts and images in the blog. Today, more
than 657 billion images are uploaded on the internet every
year. It becomes critical to be able to determine the authentic-
ity of an image. There is a plethora of images on health blogs
that depict the effects of a particular remedy or product on the
human body.While these images can help readers gain clarity
by visualizing the results, they can be dangerous if they are
doctored. Some authors use photoshop to demonstrate that
their remedy worked perfectly. An unsuspecting user falls
prey to their deception and experiments with the remedy or
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FIGURE 15. Image credibility analysis.

product on their bodies. In some cases, this can have a serious
impact on the reader’s health. Examining the credibility of a
blog’s images is thus equally important when determining its
overall credibility.

A good health blog has not only genuine images but also
maintains high-quality images. When images on a blog are
distorted or in the wrong dimensions, they have a negative
impact on the readers. As a result, while assessing the fake-
ness quotient of images, we must also consider their quality.
Our research calculates the image credibility score for a blog
by 1) determining how fake the images are and 2) determining
the quality of these images. A blog with images with a
low fakeness quotient and high quality has a higher image
credibility score.

a: VERIFYING THE AUTHENTICITY OF IMAGES
Fake/Photoshopped Images have distinctive features that set
them apart from real images. For example, the ‘‘after’’ images
in blogs highlighting fake weight or color tone lightening can
be easily set apart from their before counterparts. The average
user easily makes these distinctions, but a few may miss
them. A deep learning model is trained that recognizes and
identifies the features that distinguish a fake image from its
real counterpart to automate the entire process. Next, transfer
learning techniques are used to develop a high-performing
network, having trained it with over 800 images collected
from all the blogs in the dataset. Fig (15) describes the image
authenticity analysis pipeline.

i) DATA PRE-PROCESSING
Before feeding out images to the neural network, the study
performs pre-processing [68]. Having stored the images in
two separate directories (Real & Fake), the algorithm iter-
ate over all images in the dataset, set their corresponding

labels & subject them to pre-processing. This step starts by
resizing all the images in the dataset to have a standard size.
Since most images are of different types & colors, it is vital
to determine a standard channel and size. For the dataset,
the algorithm resizes the images to have a size of (224,224)
with standard RGB encoding. Having done this, the authors
move on to performing morphological transformations on the
images. Morphological transformation refers to changing the
shapes & forms of images to maintain a uniform structure
for analysis. In this case, the authors subjected the images to
various types of transformations. Next, Thresholding is used
to convert each image to its corresponding binary form by set-
ting a threshold for Pixel values. This is followed up by four
processes: Opening, Closing, Erosion & Dilation. Erosion
reduces the size of bright areas while increasing the size of
dark areas. On the other hand, Dilation has the exact opposite
effect: it shrinks dark regions while enlarging bright regions.
The opening can be used to remove small bright spots as well
as connect small dark cracks. This has the effect of ‘‘opening’’
up (dark) gaps between (bright) features. It is usually the
process of erosion followed by dilation. On the other hand,
closing is dilation followed by erosion that can help reduce
the small dark spots. The final step of the preprocessing was
normalization. This refers to rescaling the pixel values to fit
within a specific range. One of the reasons for doing so is
to assist with the problem of propagating gradients. After
completing these steps, the image array is now ready to be
inputted into the neural network.

ii) DATA AUGMENTATION
The more data is feed into the neural network, the bet-
ter its performance. Data Augmentation [69], [70] refers
to this technique of increasing the quantity & variance of
the original data by performing certain transformations on
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FIGURE 16. Data augmentation techniques.

it. This work implemented data augmentation methods to
subject the model to a wider range of images to prepare it
to make better predictions. Methods like zooming the image,
flipping the image by a certain degree, adding noise to it,
blurring the image, experimenting with its brightness (illumi-
nation/dullness), image translation, etc., are used. Each tech-
nique is applied to every image in the dataset, thus exposing
the model to a much larger dataset [71], [72]. Fig (16) shows
the various data augmentation techniques employed.

b: BUILDING THE MODEL
The authors used transfer learning [73]–[75] to build the
classification network. The authors chose the MobileNetV2
[76] architecture as the pretrained head model, which is
customized by adding a few layers on top for classification.
MobileNet V2 is a model created by Google. It utilizes
depth-wise separable convolution as a means of improving
efficiency over its predecessor, MobileNetV1.But V2 adds
two new architectural features: a) linear bottlenecks between
layers and b) shortcuts between bottlenecks. In the bot-
tleneck layer, two residual connections follow an inverted
structure. The intermediate expansion layer filters are based
on lightweight depth-wise convolutions, which provide non-
linearity. In MobileNetV2, a full convolution layer with
32 filters follows a residual bottleneck layer with 19 fil-
ters. MobileNetV2 models are faster while maintaining the
same accuracy across the entire latency spectrum. There are
2x fewer operations and 30% fewer parameters in the new
models which has been trained on the ImageNet dataset,
comprised of 1.4 million images classified into 1,000 classes,
has pre-trained the system. They include top parameter of this
model is set to be false so as to not include the classification
layers. Then the model is fine-tuned by adding to it a few

Pooling, Dropout & Dense layers. Our final Dense layer
has a single output & is activated by the sigmoid activation
function. The sigmoid function scales the output to lie within
a range of 0 to 1. Since this is a binary classification problem,
an output of >0.5 will classify the prediction as ‘‘TRUE’’ or
otherwise as ‘‘FALSE’’.

Morphological transformswere used to sharpen the images
in the dataset. Most images scraped from this websites were
compromised in terms of quality & visibility. Morphological
transforms like dilation (that added pixels to boundaries) &
erosion (that removed pixels from boundaries) work well on
colour images and help improve brightness, remove small
anomalies & also fills holes and broken areas.MobilenetV2 is
lightweight and at the same time does not compromise on
accuracy. Since the future scope of this study extends to cre-
ating a browser extension/mobile application for credibility
analysis, it was more convenient to retrain this model for use
in the browser or mobile.

c: TRAINING THE MODEL
The fine-tuned model is trained using two approaches.
1) With Data Augmentation 2) Without Data Augmentation.
This is done to compare the results generated by the same
model, trained with the different quantum of data. The model
is trained on the model to run over 100 epochs with Adam
optimizer. An 80:20 split is done on the dataset, with the
training images having 80% of the dataset. The model is fed
these training images & its predictions are checked on the
remaining 20% validation images of the dataset.

d: PERFORMANCE EVALUATION METRICS
To evaluate how well the model did with and without data
augmentation, the authors measure its performance against a
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FIGURE 17. Image quality analysis pipeline.

few metrics. Since the collected dataset was almost balanced,
it can also rely on accuracy. Other than this, the F1-score,
recall, precision, confusion matrix & ROC-AUC was also
used. Curve to measure how well the model has made pre-
dictions. This step starts by creating a confusion matrix for
the predictions. The confusion matrix helps enlist the true
positives, true negatives, false positives & false negatives for
the dataset. This provides additional insights into the model’s
performance and the types of errors the model has made
the most or least. This is followed up by calculating the
precision & recall. Precision measures the number of correct
positive predictions made, while recall measures the correct
number of positive predictions made from all the positive
predictions. The F1 score combines precision and recalls
into a single measure that captures both properties. Finally,
the ROC curve is plotted to visualize the probability of predic-
tion of the outcomes. The false-positive rate is plotted against
the true positive rate for several candidate threshold values
between 0 & 1. All these metrics help make improvements to
the model to enhance its performance.

Our neural network thus helps us determine the credibil-
ity/genuineness of the images in the blog. Each image is given
a credibility score in the range of 0-10. A higher score would
mean that the image does not have any detectable doctored
features and is quite genuine. On the other hand, a lower
score would mean that the image is highly likely to have been
photoshopped or modified somehow.

e: CALCULATING THE IMAGE QUALITY SCORE
By examining the pixel data, an image can be classified as
noisy or blurry. However, in many cases, other aspects of
image quality are impossible to be examined. Image Quality
Assessment has many different techniques. In this study,
the authors make use of BRISQUE (Blind Reference less
Image Spatial Quality Evaluator) [77]–[79]. This falls under
the category of No Reference IQA metrics. As the same
suggests, for No Reference IQA, the study does not provide
the algorithm with any reference to compare the input image
against. The authors make use of the OpenCV library in
Python to help carry out this task. Fig (17) describes this
pipeline in detail.

f: PRE-PROCESSING: NORMALIZATION
This step initiates by subjecting each image in the dataset
to normalization. After normalization, the pixel intensities
of a good quality image follow a normal distribution, while
those of a distorted image do not. By calculating how much
an image differs from its normal distribution, the study can
calculate its distortion. This study uses the method of normal-
ization called the Mean Subtracted Contrast Normalization
(MSCN). To calculate the coefficients, the following formula
is applied:

∧

I (i, j) =
I (i, j)− µ(i, j)
σ (i, j)+ C

(13)
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where,
I (i, j) : Image Intensity for a pixel at position (I,j)
∧

I (i, j) : Luminance
µ(i, j) : Local Mean Field
σ (i, j) : Local Variance Field.
This can be calculate as :

σ =

√
W ∗ (I − µ)2

µ = W ∗ I (14)

where W is the Gaussian Blur Window function.
Images of natural and distorted types can be distinguished

not only by their pixel intensity distributions, but also by
their relationship to their neighbors. Pairwise products of an
MSCN image with a shifted version of the MSCN image
to capture neighborhood relationships. Thus, this pairwise
product is found as:

H (I , j) =
∧

I (i, j)
∧

I (i, j+ 1)

V (I , j) =
∧

I (i, j)
∧

I (i+ 1, j)

D1(i, j) =
∧

I (i, j)
∧

I (i+ 1, j+ 1)

D2(i, j) =
∧

I (i, j)
∧

I (i+ 1, j− 1) (15)

After deriving these images of original size in different
orientations, the study calculates a feature vector of fixed
size 36∗1. Fitting the MSCN image to Generalized Gaussian
Distribution yields the first two elements of the feature vector.
Generalized Gaussian Distribution covers a large family of
probability distributions. The main aim of this distribution is
to attach a shape parameter to an otherwise normal distribu-
tion of pixels. Then, an Asymmetric Generalized Gaussian
Distribution (AGGD) where the points occur at different or
irregular frequencies is fitted for each of the four pairwise
product images. It not only portrays the data accurately with
various statistical distributions but also involves asymmetry.
We then estimate the parameters of AGGDwhich is necessary
to allow the distribution to better fit the data. As a result,
the feature vector now has 18 elements. The image is reduced
to half its original size, and the process is repeated to generate
18 new numbers, bringing the total to 36.

g: GENERATING THE IMAGE QUALITY SCORE
After scaling each of these feature vectors between a range
of -1 to 1, they are fed to the model to predict the quality
score. Traditionally, we can create the ownmodel trained on a
dataset to make predictions; however, in the study, the authors
use LIBSVM. LIBSVM is a library that provides support for
Classification (Binary &Multiclass) using the support vector
machines (SVM) classifier. By loading the trained model first
and then predicting the probability with the model’s support
vectors, LIBSVM is utilized to predict the final quality score.
The score is scaled to lie in a range of 0-10. An image with
a higher score has greater quality & thus, in turn, makes the
blog more credible.

V. EXPLAINABLE AI
Understanding why a model made a particular choice is criti-
cal in any fake news detection situation. It reveals why the
content was deemed fraudulent and provides fact-checkers
with the information that most influenced the conclu-
sion [80], [81]. A common method for explaining model
decisions is to calculate the impact of each attribute on the
decision. The increase in the model prediction error when
a feature’s value is permuted, which dissociates the fea-
ture from the result, can be used to calculate feature rele-
vance [82] Permuting the values of a feature raises the correct
conclusion.

On the other hand, the feature is insignificant if it maintains
the model error constant because it ignores the feature when
making a decision. The Shapley values are used in this study
to produce a fair division scheme that specifies the elements
that must be taken into account while assigning the overall
importance among the attributes. Fig (18) shows the stages
of AI Explainability.

A. DATA COLLECTION
To check the feature contributions, the study used the
scores present in the master dataset that are gathered
from the Multimodal Credibility Analysis pipeline scaled
to a range of 1-10. This master dataset includes the web-
site_score and page_rank_score from web credibility anal-
ysis, Author_score from author credibility analysis and
image_quality_score, and image_score from Image credi-
bility analysis. The authors determine the overall credibility
score of each blog by taking a non-weighted average of each
of these scores. With a threshold value of 6 for credibility,
the study classifies each blog as credible or not. This dataset
is fed to Explainable AI techniques to give a detailed expla-
nation of the contributions of each of these scores.

B. MODEL GENERATION
The authors examined various features that could have non-
linear interactions; therefore, capturing the impact of these
interactions demands a highly flexible classification system.
As a result, the study puts different classification methods
to the test, including K-nearest neighbors, Random For-
est, Decision Tree, and XGboost [83]. The time complex-
ity largely depends on the procedure for selecting the best
attribute to split and the split point. The two parameters that
played a key role in the analysis:

• number of attributes;
• number of training examples

The expensive part was computing the best split point for
continuous attribute (this is essentially discretization), and
selection the best attributes from among the set of candidate
attributes to split on.

So the time complexity is quadratic in the number of
attributes ∗(denoted a) and linear in the number of websites
(denoted n), that is, O(n ∗ a^2). Space complexity of an algo-
rithm denotes the total space used or needed by the algorithm
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FIGURE 18. AI explainability stages.

for its working, for various input size. In simple words space
it requires to complete the task. Space complexity in this case
is n (n = no of websites). Gradient boosting machines are
based on combining the predictions of numerous models to
create a higher-quality model. To be more specific, models
are iteratively trained using the mistake of previous models,
giving priority to the more difficult cases. The errors are
computed throughout each iteration, and a model is fitted to
thesemistakes. Finally, the contribution of each basemodel to
the final model is determined by minimizing the overall error
of the final model. To fit the basic models, the optimization
technique called XGBoost is used.

XGBoost constructs the trees using the depth-first
approach optimizes a gradient with parallel processing cri-
teria and applies a regularization term penalty to prevent
bias during training. A tree ensemble model illustrates the
following for a given dataset of examples with m features
(x, y).

Y =
k∑

k=1

fk (xi), fk ∈ F (16)

The space provided to regression trees is F. The following
XGBoost uses a regularized goal to optimize and reduce the
loss function.

I () =
k∑
i

Ytrue,Ypred +
k∑
i

�(fk ) (17)

�(fk ) = γ ∗ T +
1
2
λ|W |2 (18)

where γ ∗T is the complexity penalized term of the model and
λ|W|2 is the regularization term penalty.

C. EVALUATION
To evaluate and compare these prediction models, four cri-
teria: Confusion matrix, Precision, recall and F1 score is
used. These metrics can be calculated using confusion matrix
parameters: true positive (the number of correctly catego-
rized anomalous events); false positive (the number of typical
events that are mistakenly categorized as abnormal); true
negative (the number of normal instances that are correctly
classified); and false-negative (the number of anomalous
instances that are incorrectly classified as normal) and then
receiver operating characteristic (ROC) plot and area under
the curve (AUC) were plotted for each model.

a. Confusion matrix - The number of test records properly
and wrongly predicted by a classification model is used
to measure its performance. The confusion matrix indi-
cates which a model successfully and wrongly predicts
classes and in which errors are created. Recall, Preci-
sion, Specificity, Accuracy, and the AUC-ROC curve
are all used to calculate it.
True Positive (TP): When we predict an observation
belongs to a class, and it does belong to that class.
In this study, a website is classified as Credible and is
Credible.
True Negative (TN): When we predict an observation
does not belong to a class and does not belong to it.
In this study, a website is classified as not Credible and
is not credible.

b. Accuracy – Number of correct predictions / Total num-
ber of predictions.

ACC =
TP+ TN

TP+ TN + FP+ FN
(19)
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FIGURE 19. Shapley working.

c. Precision - Precision gives us the fraction of correctly
identified as positive of all predicted as positives.

Precision =
TP

TP+ FP
(20)

d. Recall – Recall gives us the fraction we correctly iden-
tified as positive out of all positives.

Recall =
TP

TP+ FN
(21)

e. F1 score – It is defined as the harmonic mean of the
model’s precision and recall.

F1score =
2

1
recall +

1
precision

(22)

f. ROC/AUC Curve - A threshold can be used to convert
probability outputs into classifications. By controlling
a little bit of the confusion matrix, the receiver operator
characteristic i plots the sensitivity and specificity for
every possible decision-rule cutoff between 0 and 1.
Thus, by altering the threshold, some of the numbers
change in the confusion matrix. For every threshold,
the ROC curve plots the False-positive rate and the
True-positive rate.

D. SHAPLEY ADDITIVE EXPLANATIONS
Shapley Additive Explanations (SHAPs) [84], [85] are a local
model-independent approach to analyzing predictions from a
general Black-boxmodel based on feature importance scores.
The feature importance explanation describes how each type
of input in the input influences the prediction. This type of
analysis is common since there are many model-independent
and model-specific ways of calculating the importance of
local or global features.

Based on Shapley values, SHAP aims to explain the pre-
diction function, for instance, xi, as a sum of its independent

feature values. Here it is assumed that the individual feature
values are in a cooperative game with an equal payout; Shap-
ley values allow a fair distribution of the payout among the
feature values.

In this paper, the Shapley values are obtained by the
formula:

φi =
∑

S⊆N\{i}

|S|!(M − |S| − 1)!
M !

[f(x)(S ∪ {i})− f(x)] (23)

In the above formula with f(x) features andMmodel, S rep-
resents each possible permutation of feature values except the
i-th value. Here, |S|! indicates the number of feature values
before the i-th value that is possible. (|M|-|S|-1) represents the
number of features that follow the i-th feature value, the dif-
ference in the above equation being the marginal contribution
to S of the added i-th feature. The above equation yields
the values SHAP under the assumptions: f(xs) = E[f(x|xs)].
In other words, the prediction for any subset S of feature
values is the expected value of the prediction for f(x) given
the subset xs.

The SHAPLEY formula aims to compute the contribu-
tions of each feature to the prediction of an instance x. So,
to explain the predictions, the TreeShap model-type-specific
approximation method is used. This method assumes feature
independence and model linearity to simplify the computa-
tion of SHAP values. Using this method feature explanations
were generated.

E. INTERNAL WORKING OF SHAPLEY
Shapley is a layered network where input, after passing
through many layers, gives us desirable relevance and con-
cepts. Input is given to the Shapley model, as shown
in Fig (19). Then the concept-based encoders convert
the input into a small number of interpretable features,
and input-dependent parameters determine relevance scores.
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Pseudocode 2 Tree Shap Pseudocode
Requirements: Classifier d, Input x of the explained prediction
Requirement: Distribution s of the training data are required.
Requirement: Least number of samples for each feature Fmin
Requirement: Maximum number of samples for all the features Fmax

1. for i = 1 to n do F Initialization
2. mi ← 0

.
3. φi ← 0

.
4. while

∑
mi < Fmax do

.
5. if ∃i : mi < Fmin then
6. pick feature j to be sampled s.t. mj < Fmin
7. else
8. choose the highest sampling rate for feature j. φi =

∑
S⊆N\{i}

|S|!(M−|S|−1)!
M ! [f(x)(S ∪ {i})− f(x)]

9. return 8i

FIGURE 20. Shapley workflow.

To generate a prediction, an aggregation function is used.
Locally, the full model behaves as a linear function with
parameters producing both concepts and relevance interpre-
tations that go to the final explainable interface and produce
relevant explainable scores.

F. SHAPLEY VALUES
By considering pairwise attributions of features, SHAP
allows us to compute interaction effects. The resulting matrix
represents the impact of all feature pairs on a given prediction
model. It depends on Shapley interaction index and is given
by

φi,j =
∑

S⊆N\(i,j)

|S|!(M − ||S| − 1)!
M !

1i,j(S) (24)

where,

1i,j = fx(S ∪ {i, j})− fx(S ∪ {j})− [fx(S ∪ {i})− fx(S)]

= fx(S ∪ {i, j})− fx(S ∪ {i})− fx(S ∪ {j})+ fx(S) (25)

Using the above equation, it can be seen that the SHAP
interaction value of a particular feature in relation to another
can be assessed as the difference between the SHAP values
of a particular feature with & without a particular feature.
Fig (20) represents the same.

As a result, the SHAP interaction between the i-th and j-th
is split equally (i.e., 8ij = 8ji), and the total interaction is
8ij + 8ji. If a feature’s SHAP value and the sum of SHAP
interaction values are subtractions for the prediction, themain
effect is obtained as follows:

φi,i = φi −
∑
j6=1

φi,j (26)

VI. RESULTS
For any system, it is vital to examine its performance
against several evaluation metrics to test how correctly it
is generating the desired output. Also it is important to
compare our model with the previous models. As seen
in Fig (21), the Results section is divided into two modules:
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FIGURE 21. Results organization.

1) Sub-Module Results 2) System Results. The Sub Module
Results section focuses on inspecting the outcomes of the
modalities considered. We determine a suitable performance
metric for each modality and its corresponding methodolo-
gies, subject our data and models to their respective tests,
and finally, inspect the results. Finally, for the System Results
section, we evaluate the performance of our system’s results
(XAI’s performance) and provide suitable visualization aids
to make it easier for readers to examine the work of our
architecture. In the next few subsections, we discuss the
results of each module and present the inferences we drew
from each of them.

A. SUB MODULE-RESULTS
1) WEBSITE CREDIBILITY
a: PAGE RANK
After applying the Page Rank Algorithm, the page rank score
of each web blog is derived. The obtained PageRank score
between 0-100 is then scaled to 0-10 scale and stored them in
the master dataset.

Websites with PageRank score 6 and above have more
inbound links, sites with PageRank score 3 and Page Rank
score 4 have fewer links, and news sites without any inbound
links start at PageRank score 0. The distribution of these
scores is shown below in Fig (22).

b: REGRESSION ANALYSIS
In the regression analysis, machine-learning is used to cor-
rectly predict the platform credibility scores for each web
blog in the dataset. A comparative analysis of the perfor-
mance of these regression models with different evalua-
tion criteria (R-squared Error, Root mean square error, and

FIGURE 22. PageRank score distribution analysis.

Explained variance score) is shown in Table 5. It is evident
that the Decision tree regression performs admirably across
all assessors, which can also be seen through the graphical
representation of the evaluation results in Fig (23). The per-
formance results of the regressionmodels is shown in Table 5.
It can be observed that the Decision tree has the highest
R-squared error and explained variance score the lowest Root
means square error. Consequently, these results can find the
prediction scores of the website using decision tree regression
and stored them in the master dataset as website_score.

2) AUTHOR CREDIBILITY
After applying the four proposed tests to determine the
author’s writing style, a score for each of the tests and the
overall credibility score of the author was obtained.

It was observed that most of the overall scores lay within
the range of 5-8 on a scale of 0-10. When filtered as
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FIGURE 23. Regression models performance comparison.

TABLE 5. Regression model performance comparison.

credible/noncredible blogs, it was observed that the non-
credible blogs usually had a score of 4-6 while the credible
ones had a score >6 with a peek between 8-8.5. Most of
these health blogs tend to have a low domain expertise score,
shifting its peak to a low 4-4.5 value only. This proves how
most blogs on the internet are less likely tomake use of proper
medical terms when referencing treatments/remedies.

However, the Grammar & Typo Score remained in the
higher ranges, proving that these blogs are often checked for
correct spelling & grammar. The readability scores of most
blogs lied in the range of 4-6, with a peak of 5.5, showing that
most blogs are reader-friendly and easily understandable.

Other inferences drawn were i) Blogs with lower credi-
bility have a significantly lower grammar score than their
credible counterparts. ii) Readability score for both cred-
ible & noncredible blogs have less variance. iii) Credible
blogs have a higher domain expertise score than non-credible
blogs.

3) IMAGE CREDIBILITY
a: IMAGE AUTHENTICITY
To train the model, the authors used two approaches, one
with data augmentation & another without it. The authors

observed significant differences in the results of both these
approaches. When subjected to data augmentation, the model
had an average precision of 0.94, Recall of 0.93 & F1-Score
of 0.94 (Table 6). This helps us conclude that the model
does well when trained on a highly augmented dataset and
correctly segregates credible images from their non-credible
counterparts. However, when trained without augmentation,
the dataset shows a precision, recall & f1-score of only
0.53 (Table 6). This proves that augmentation thus indeed
improves the model’s performance significantly, as shown
in Fig (24). Augmentation helps add various flavors to the
already existing dataset, subjecting themodel to varying types
of images to come across, making it more flexible when
considering an image’s authenticity.

b: IMAGE QUALITY
The authors successfully perform the image quality test on the
images of the blogs. Each blog is assigned a quality image
score in the range of 0-10. A high score indicates a better-
quality image that can sustain various transformations &
resizing, while an image with a lower score is not compatible
with most platforms. It was also observed that most of the
images have a low-quality score in the range of 2-4.
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TABLE 6. Performance analysis (with and without data augmentation).

FIGURE 24. Image authenticity performance analysis.

TABLE 7. Performance comparison of classification models.

This quality score includes pixel distributions and feature
distributions, indicating that most websites host images with
low-quality indexes. This observationmatches that most web-
sites rarely prioritize the quality of the images they display on
their blog since most of them are usually advertisements or
remedy results etc. However, most credible blogs had images
with quality scores as high as 8-9, which proves how these
blogs focus on maintaining all aspects of their blogs, not just
the literary or aesthetic appeals.

B. SYSTEM RESULTS
After subjecting the blogs in the master dataset to multiple
classification models, in this section the authors analyze
the performances of each of the models and select the
most suitable model to be subjected to the SHAPLEY

(explainable AI model) for feature explanations. The
ROC–AUC curve of the proposed classification methods is
shown in Fig (25). This figure shows that the XGboost model
gives curves closer to the top-left corner and far from the
45 degrees diagonal of the Roc space, hence indicating better
performance.

Table 7 And Fig (26) shows the comparison of different
classification models using 5 evaluation parameters (Accu-
racy, Precision, Recall, F1-score, and AUC). From these
results, the XGBoost model accomplishes the highest scores
in every evaluation metric.

To summarize the results better, we compared the perfor-
mance to previous existing techniques. Table 8 shows that the
multimodal credibility analysis achieved highest accuracy in
all aspects.
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TABLE 8. Performance comparison of final model with previous models.

FIGURE 25. ROC curve for performance analysis of classification models.

1) EXPLAINING MODEL DECISIONS
This section uses SHAPLEY to explain why Blogs are clas-
sified as credible or not credible by presenting feature impor-
tance through various Shapley plots. Multiple Shapley plots
are visualized to have a better understanding of the features
discussed below.

a: FORCE PLOT
A prediction’s output value is generated from the sum of
the base value (average prediction over the validation set).

A feature attribute such as Shapley value can be viewed as
a ‘‘force’’; a feature’s cost affects the prediction in either
direction. The prediction is obtained from the baseline. Each
Shapley value represents a force that pushes either to increase
(positive value) or decrease (negative value) a prediction
in the plot. These effects balance each other at the actual
prediction of data instance. Fig (27) shows SHAP explanation
force plots for twoWebsites from the master dataset collected
using each credibility score.

The base value is 2.28, and the model projected 2.55.
Features that increase the prediction accuracy are depicted
in pink. The amount of the feature’s effect is shown by
their visual size. Feature values that reduce the prediction’s
accuracy are shown in blue. The Page rank score is 2 and has
the most positive impact. The Image score value, on the other
hand, has a significant decreasing impact on the forecast.

Fig (28) shows the feature importance of multiple websites
(say 50) taken at a point in time. Fig (28 a) and (28 b) show
the possible outcomes that can be chosen to visualize the plot
through different aspects. Here y-axis shows the contribution
value, and the x-axis shows the number of websites.

Force plot of multiple websites

b: SUMMARY PLOT
The Summary plot summarizes feature importance with its
associated feature effects. An indicator plot displays the
Shapley values for each feature and instance. On the y-axis,
a feature determines position, and the value of Shapley deter-
mines the position on the x-axis. In the color wheel, low to
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FIGURE 26. Performance comparison of classification model.

FIGURE 27. Force plot visualization.

FIGURE 28. Force plot for multiple websites.

high values correspond to the features. With the overlapping
points jittered in the y-axis direction, it is possible to get
a sense of the distribution of the Shapley values. They are
ranked from most important to least important in Fig (29).

This plot illustrates the following information:
• Feature importance: Variables are sorted by decreasing
importance.

• Impact: By looking at the horizontal location, it is possi-
ble to see whether the effect of that value leads to a lower
or higher prediction.

• Original value: A color identifies how high or low that
variable is for that observation depending on its value.

• Correlation: The ‘‘Image_score’’ has a high and nega-
tive impact on the overall score. The ‘‘high’’ comes from
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FIGURE 29. Summary plot visualization.

FIGURE 30. Waterfall plot visualization.

the red color, and the ‘‘negative’’ impact is shown on the
X-axis.

c: WATERFALL PLOT
The waterfall plot strongly explains why a case receives the
prediction; it does give its variable values. It demonstrates
how each feature contributes to pushing the model output
from the base value to its prediction by adding (red) or delet-
ing (blue) the values to achieve the final prediction. Below is
the graph for the first observation in X_test. The average of
all observations is calculated as the base value of 2.287 at the
bottom in Fig (30). The final prediction for this observation
(on top) is 2.55+1.4+0.94+0.7 (note the rounding error).
Each variable’s value is next to its name, e.g., the value for
‘‘Image_Score’’ on the first observation is 9.9.

d: SCATTER PLOT
To acquire a clear idea of the impact a feature has on the
output of a model, the SHAP value of a feature versus the
value of the feature for all the cases in a dataset can be plotted.

Since SHAP values represent a feature’s contribution to the
change in the output, the figure below displays the change in
Website Score (Regression Score) in Fig (31). Short vertical
lines represent the impacts of feature interaction.

and the scatter plot can help to determine the best feature to
color if the entire explanation tensor is passed. Image Score
is selected in this case.

e: BAR PLOT
By passing a matrix of SHAP values to the bar plot function,
a plot of global feature importance is created with the mean
absolute value for each feature over all the given samples.

FIGURE 31. Scatter plot visualization.

FIGURE 32. Bar plot visualization.

So to get an explanation with many samples, the authors
plotted the mean absolute value for each feature column as
a bar chart Fig (32).

It does not talk more about the increase or decrease of
the feature for prediction; rather just explains how features
affect credibility prediction. Therefore, the study can specify
how many predictors to display, and can also sum up the tail
predictors. By doing so, it is possible to inform the audience
about the collective contribution of the tail predictors. A typ-
ical bar plot may be created with merely the mean absolute
value of SHAP values for each feature shown in Fig (32).

f: DECISION PLOT
The vertical line in the decision plot marks the baseline of
the model. Colored lines depict predictions. The prediction
line is printed along with the feature value for reference.
At the bottom of the plot, the prediction line represents
how the SHAP values (i.e., the feature effects) accumulate
from the base score to achieve the model’s final score at
the top. (This works similarly to a linear statistical model,
in which the sum of effects plus the intercept is the predic-
tion.) Decision plots provide a simple definition of SHAP
values. Fig (33a) shows the visualization of 1st website, while
Fig (33b) shows the visualization of multiple websites (20).
The model’s output is shown on the x-axis. The odds here
are in logarithmic form. Explainer expected_value is plotted
along the x-axis. As with linear models, SHAP values are
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FIGURE 33. (a) Decision plot of a single website. (b) Decision plot of
multiple websites.

compared to the linear model’s expected value. Features are
listed along the y-axis. Features are by default sorted in
ascending importance. A plot of observations is used to calcu-
late the importance. Feature importance ordering, hierarchi-
cal cluster feature ordering, and user-defined feature ordering
are all supported by the decision plot. The decision plot
can enable cluster feature ordering and user-defined feature
ordering in addition to generic feature importance ordering.
Colored lines represent observational forecasts. Each line
on the plot crosses the x-axis at the value predicted for
its corresponding observation. The value of this parameter
defines the color of a line on a spectrum. In addition to the
model’s base value, SHAP values are added to each feature
from the bottom to the top. The overall prediction is based
on how each feature contributes. Observations convergence
at explainer.expected_value, on the bottom of the plot.

g: HEAT MAP PLOT
To better explore interactions, a heatmap can be very useful.
The heatmap plot function enables us to generate a plot with
the instances on the x-axis, the model inputs on the y-axis,
and the SHAP values encoded as colors. It demonstrates how
each pixel affects the prediction. Using a heatmap, it can
be observed how much data is present in two dimensions
Fig (34). Depending on how the colors differ, it determined
how the data are clustered. The hot-to-cold color scheme is
used to illustrate the relationship. Y-axis bars corresponding
to the bars in a bar chart are displayed in descending order,
with bars representing variable importance.

On top is the f(x) curve, showing how the model predicts
the instances. Upon clustering instances, the SHAP orders
them (using shap.order.hclust) on the X-axis. Based on the 2D
heatmap data, the base_value (using.base_value) is the mean
prediction overall times. It can be seen that the importance
of each feature in every website through the pixels. For, e.g.,

FIGURE 34. Heat map to explore interactions.

Image_score has a dark blue pixel from the 25th-35th website,
indicating that Image_Score decreases the prediction in these
websites. It is a very useful Shapley plot as it gives the
inference of features in all the websites, which makes users
find the contribution of each website’s features in one plot.

VII. DISCUSSION
This Multimodal approach to find the credibility of
health blogs and then explaining the predictions in a
user-understandable format provides valuable and vital infor-
mation. From an exhaustive literature review, most of the
work in the field of credibility is done only for news articles
and political facts using only the website & text of the blog as
the modes of analysis. Even though the initial step of finding
the methods that make users understand weblogs’ credibility
in every aspect was time-consuming, the overall results were
satisfying and significant. The main contribution of this study
is the credibility assessment of the blog is made not only on
the basis of a single modality which can lead to some kind
of bias. Multiple modalities can help more accurate cred-
itability assessment. Also, this work provides software-based
explanations about the predictions made. As per authors’
knowledge very less similar such work has been carried out
in healthcare domain. However, the authors also faced certain
limitations & challenges as follows.

1. Limited work on multi-modal credibility techniques
posed a serious challenge during the initial research
work of this project.

2. All the datasets for this project had to be created using
various web-scraping tools because of the lack of pub-
licly available datasets.

3. This project’s scope is limited to only analyzing the
authors’ writing style but not verifying their claims.

4. The techniques in this project have been applied to only
health blogs hosted online.

VIII. FUTURE WORK
While the work examines credibility from three major aspects
& provides results with suitable explanations, there is scope
for further improvement & advancements as well. The study
has focused strictly on the health domain while scrutinizing
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credibility, the same framework can be applied to differ-
ent domains like entertainment or political news, and even
technological advancements & information. Domain adap-
tation [86]–[88] can be explored, where the health domain
could serve as the ‘‘source’’ domain and be applied to dif-
ferent ‘‘target’’ domains listed above [89]. Our multi-modal
credibility analysis framework could thus achieve a universal
approach. Our focus for this project has purely been blogs
hosted online. This could be extended to other communi-
cations mediums, extending but not limiting social media
content sharing (Twitter, Instagram) [90], [91]. Another scope
could be extended to examining the sharing networks of
authors. Usually, credible/ correct news authors collaborate
amongst themselves, while the same is observed in fake
news authors. A systematic review of these co-authorship &
content sharing networks could help extend the results of
this project. Lastly, this project only focused on analyzing
credibility by examining the author’s writing style & not by
verifying the actual authenticity of their claims [92], [93].
This could serve as an additional feature of this framework
in the future.

IX. CONCLUSION
In this study the authors have proposed an Explainable AI
assisted multimodal credibility analysis framework that helps
to classify health misinformation in online beauty blogs.
The framework does the credibility assessment via Web,
Image and Author information. The study generates an over-
all credibility score for each blog. Setting a threshold of 6,
the study classifies each blog as credible or non-credible. For
this purpose, an amalgamation of various analysis tools and
AI models have been utilized and an accuracy of 97.5% is
achieved. Then using the SHAPLEY tool, the framework pro-
vides suitable explanations of the final classification model’s
decisions, with the help of multiple visualization aids. This
system can be very useful for people, especially teens, to bet-
ter understand a credibility of a beauty blog suggestions and
take an informed decision about following those tips. Our
system, upon integration with other domains or fields such as
healthcare, finance, pandemic management can also produce
useful and significant results of representing information
credibility.

DATA AVAILABILITY
The code and data for this research is available at GitHub:
https://github.com/vidsssw/Explainable-AI-for-Multimodal-
Credibility-Analysis-of-Online-Beauty-Health-Mis–
Information.
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